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Invitalia is the Italian national agency for inward investments and economic development. Its 
mission is to promote the country’s competitiveness – in particular in the Southern Regions – 
and support growth in strategic sectors.  

Its main objectives are: 
– Supporting inward investments 
– Boosting innovation and growth 
– Improving the economic opportunities in the Regions. 
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Italy’s Real Estate Law  

Natural and Legal Persons  

The persons bearing rights within the Italian juridical system are itemised as follows: 

– Natural persons: Individuals 

– Legal persons: Entities (of varying degrees of complexity) composed of natural or legal 

persons and whose assets are distinct from their components’ (e.g. corporations). 

Property Categories 

Property is intended as items/assets over which rights may be exercised. It is essential to 

differentiate among the following categories: 

– Real estate (or real property - immovable assets): land (including water sources and water 

courses) and all items annexed to the soil either naturally (e.g. trees) or artificially (e.g. 

buildings). 

– Personal property (movable assets): all property assets other than real estate 

– Registered personal property: personal property assets recorded in ad-hoc registers (e.g. 

ships recorded in the Italian shipping register – RINA, Registro Italiano Navale; or 

automobiles recorded in the Italian automobile public register – PRA, Pubblico Registro 

Automobilistico). 

Possession and Detention of Real Estate 

A natural or legal person may exercise the following rights over real property assets: 

– Possession - The power exercised over the real property asset is such as to exclude a third 

party from exercising an analogous power 

– Mere detention - Use of the real property asset by one party, while recognising that other 

parties exert property rights. 
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Possession for a natural or legal person may consist of one of the following categories of real 

rights under civil law: 

– Ownership right 

– Right of enjoyment of the property owned by another party. The category includes: 

- Superficie (Superficies) – Limited right of ownership under which a person may build 

and own works above or below the ground level, which remain the property of another 

party (“nuda proprietà”) 

- Enfiteusi (Emphyteusis) – A party has the same power of enjoyment of real estate 

assets (usually for agricultural use) as the owner; nevertheless the rightholder has the 

obligation to improve the land and pay the owner a periodic payment 

- Usufrutto (Usufruct) – Right to enjoy real estate assets owned by another party, 

retaining any property product with an obligation to preserve its original intended use 

- Uso e Abitazione (Use and Habitation) – Types of limited usufruct. Specifically: “Use” 

consists in the right to use another party’s property and, whereby productive, to gather 

the fruits to the extent necessary for the needs of the rightholder and his/her family; 

“Habitation” consists in the right to inhabit a building owned by another party within the 

limits of the needs of the rightholder and his/her family 

- Servitù Prediale (Praedial Servitude) – Encumbrance on land (“servient tenement”) for 

the utility of other land (“dominant tenement”) belonging to a different owner. For 

instance, a right of way entitles the owner of the dominant tenement to pass over the 

servient tenement, and the latter owner is not entitled to prevent it. 

On the other hand, a natural or legal person enjoys mere detention of real property assets in the 

following cases: 

– Comodato – Contract under which one party (comodante) delivers to another party 

(“comodatario”) an asset/property for a specified time or use, with the obligation to return it 

but with no due payment of any consideration 

– Locazione (Rental) – Contract under which one party (locatore) undertakes to allow another 

party (conduttore) to use a given property assets for a specified period of time against 

payment of consideration  

– Affitto (Rental of productive property) – Type of rental where the contract scope consists in 

productive property asset enjoyment (e.g. factory or business). In such case, the person 
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enjoying the asset (affittuario) shall manage the property in accordance with its economic 

intended use, also enjoying the products and other benefits deriving from the property 

against payment of consideration 

– Leasing – Contract under which one party (lessor) grants the enjoyment of a property asset 

to another party (lessee) for a certain period of time in exchange of periodic payments. At 

the agreed termination date, the lessee may (pursuant to contract terms) either: 

- Surrender the property 

- Continue to enjoy the property, paying a reduced fee 

- Request property replacement, or 

- Become owner of the property asset upon payment of a price lower than the amount 

paid had the lessee not already enjoyed the property. 

Real estate assets may be possessed or detained by a single natural or legal person or by a 

number of persons. Whereby a number of persons are property coowners or co-holders of real 

right of enjoyment of assets, common ownership (comunione) occurs and, as a result, ad-hoc 

rules – having a common root – apply: 

Even if each participant is entitled of a right relevant to the asset as a whole, he/she/it may 

exercise such right only to the extent of the relevant proportion specifically attributable to 

him/her/it. 

Purchasing Real Estate 

Property acquisition methods 

Deeds to sell real estate assets or establish real rights of enjoyment thereof shall be in writing. 

Such deeds are enforceable against third parties once they have been recorded in local real 

estate registers. 

Ownership or a real right of enjoyment of real estate assets can be acquired also through 

usucaption (usucapione), i.e. by virtue of de facto possession continuously and peacefully 

exercised for twenty years, despite the absence of title. 
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Due diligence 

Whereby a real estate transaction is undertaken, several factors shall be considered, varying 

consistently with the specific transaction type and item. 

Among major factors: 

– Cadastral Registration – Check the real property is recorded in cadastral registers, which 

also contain tax information on the asset 

– Encumbrances – Check whether any encumbrance is set on the real property (notably, 

mortgages, easements and other restrictive covenants) via title search of real estate 

registers 

– Land and urban-planning intended use certification – Check the intended use of the real 

property assets as established by the competent municipality. Inter vivos acts for transfer of 

real rights on real estate assets covering at least 5,000 square metres of land are null and 

void if stipulated without the land and urban-planning intended use certification. Any 

subsequent change to the intended use of the real estate asset requires ad-hoc prior 

authorisation 

– Building permits – Verify with or request from the competent authority the building permits 

required for: 

- Constructing new buildings 

- Changing the intended use of existing buildings 

- Carrying out renovation work that modifies constituent elements of a building. 

For other types of works (usually inside buildings), no prior authorisation is required, provided 

that the competent local authorities are notified of the start-of-work date. 

– Environmental issues – Check whether pollution-related problems exist with the real 

property. Whereby pollution levels exceed legally allowed limits, the owner, the holder of the 

real rights for the polluted area and/or the polluter shall bear all the costs of reclaiming the 

polluted site or implementing safety measures aimed at eliminating future pollution threat. 

Reclamation shall be carried out in accordance with administrative procedures under 

competent authorities’ oversight. Failure to implement the reclamation plan may be 

punishable with an administrative penalty and result in criminal liability 

– Pre-emption right by MIBAC – Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali (Italy’s Ministry for 

Cultural Heritage) – Check whether historic building restrictions or archaeological 
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restrictions are set on the real estate asset. MIBAC holds pre-emption right in the event of 

sale (or contribution of assets to companies) of properties located in Italy and having 

historic/archaeological value. In such cases, the relevant deed shall be filed (by the seller, 

except in specified cases) with MIBAC within 30 days. MIBAC may exercise its pre-emption 

right within 60 days from the filing date. 

Buildings yet to be constructed 

Special rules introduced in 2005 apply to transactions involving the sale of a building yet to be 

constructed (also including buildings that, at the time of contract signing, have not yet been built 

or have not yet attained a construction stage allowing for occupancy certificate issuance). 

Most noteworthy and socially relevant provisions include: 

– Requirement for the builder to provide a warranty to the buyer guaranteeing an amount 

equal to the sum paid by the buyer, to be enforced in the event of builder’s financial trouble 

(e.g. bankruptcy) 

– Requirement for the builder to provide the buyer with ad-hoc insurance policy protecting the 

latter also from any risk deriving from property defects  

– Establishment of a solidarity fund for buyers who have suffered losses stemming from 

builders’ financial trouble. 

 

Rentals 

a) for residential use 

Residential rental agreements are governed by specific provisions that apply to most types of 

buildings (buildings of artistic or historic importance are excluded). 

The parties concerned may stipulate a rental arrangement through: 

– Free contracts – The parties freely set the rent and its adjustments. Such contracts are valid 

for four years and, subject to certain exceptions, may be renewed for a further four years 

– Standardised contracts – The contracts follow the form agreed between the major property 

owners’ and renters’ representative organisations. The term may not be shorter than three 

years and, at the end of the first term, unless the parties agree otherwise, such contracts 

are automatically renewed for a further two years, with specific exceptions. In some 
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circumstances (e.g. either work or health related reasons), the parties may agree to a term 

of fewer than three years (“short-term contracts”). 

b) for non-residential use 

Rental contracts for non-residential use (e.g. industrial or hotel properties) are governed by 

special rules. 

The distinction between a rental for non-residential use and a rental for productive property lies 

in the fact that in the former case the contract solely concerns the property enjoyment, while in 

the latter case it comprises property enjoyment along with business activity management. 

Rental contracts for non-residential use property envisage a minimum six-year term (nine for 

hotel property rentals) and are tacitly renewable for a further six years (nine years for hotel 

property rentals), unless one party provides the other with twelve-month prior written notice of 

its intention to withdraw from the agreement (eighteen months for hotel property rentals). In 

addition, prior to the end of the first term, owners may refuse renewal only in specific 

circumstances – i.e. whereby they intend to: 

– Use the property as their own residence, or intended to their spouse or relatives 

(descendents and ascendants to the second degree) 

– Use the property for a business activity of their own, of their spouse or relatives 

(descendents and ascendants to the second degree) 

– Carry out substantial renovation works on the property. 

The rent can be freely set by the parties, apart from the periodic increases provided for by law. 

In the event of rental agreement termination not due to breach, withdrawal or cancellation by the 

tenant, the latter is entitled to compensation equal to eighteen months’ rent (twenty-one months 

for hotel property) based on the amount of the last month’s rent paid. 

Compensation is doubled in the event the property is used by the owner or a new tenant for an 

activity similar to that conducted by the outgoing tenant within one year from previous contract 

termination. Nevertheless, no right to compensation occurs whereby: 

– The property is used for activities not involving contact with the public 

– The property is used for professional activities or temporary nature activities 

– The agreement regards the rental of buildings serving railway stations, ports, airports, 

highways, service areas, hotels and resorts. 
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Business 

A business (azienda) is an aggregation of property assets (real estate, personal property and 

registered personal property) organised by entrepreneur(s) in order to conduct the enterprise. In 

other words, a business is the set of assets through which entrepreneurs (whether as a sole 

proprietor or a company) carry out their activities. 

A business (or business division – “ramo d’azienda”, i.e. with operational autonomy) may be 

transferred along the following patterns: 

– Sale – The seller is prohibited for a period of no more than five years from engaging in a 

business competing with the purchaser’s business, unless the parties agree otherwise 

– Rental and usufruct – In both cases, special rules apply, including:  

- Obligation for tenant (affittuario) and usufructuary to conduct the enterprise activity 

through the same firm (ditta), i.e. the trade name under which the business activity is 

conducted, which distinguishes the business 

- Obligation for tenant and usufructuary to manage the business without changing its 

intended use 

- Obligation for owner and usufruct grantor to refrain from engaging in an activity 

competing with tenant and usufructuary’s activities throughout the rental or usufruct 

term 

– Contribution to company capital, as a result of which the transferor, in exchange for the 

business (or business division), receives a stake in the share capital of the transferee. 

 

 


